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A meeting of the Sunrise Water Authority Budget Committee was held on Wednesday, April 24,
2019 at 6:00 p.m. at Sunrise Water Authority 10602 SE 129th Avenue, Happy Valley, Oregon 97086.

Board Present: Ernie Platt; Chair; Chris Hawes, Vice Chair; Eric Hofeld, Secretary; Kevin Bailey;
Wayne Barstow; Andy Coate; and Gary Barth
Board Absent: none
Budget Committee: Markley Drake; Michael Morrow; Peter Kreft; Jason Rice; Ron Blake; and
Diana Helm
Budget Committee Absent: Randy Ealy
Staff Present: Wade Hathhorn, General Manager; Denise Bergstrom, Finance Director; Cindy
Wolff, Administrative Assistant
Visitors Present: Paul Gornick, OLWSD Board and Sherry French, CRW Board
1.
Open the Budget Committee Meeting
Platt recessed the regular meeting and called to order the budget committee meeting at 6:02 p.m.
2.
Election of Presiding Officer
Platt opened the floor for nominations of Presiding Officer. Hofeld nominated Helm, and Drake
seconded the motion. The motion carried unanimously.
3.
Approval of FY 2018-19 Budget Committee Meeting Minutes
A motion to approve the minutes as presented was made by Hawes and seconded by Bailey. The
motion carried unanimously.
4.
FY 2019-20 Budget Presentation and Discussion
Hathhorn thanked the committee members for their participation. He noted that the general
context of the budget hasn't changed over the years, and went on to explain that there are four
components, three of which are funded: the general fund; the reserve fund; and the SDC
construction fund. The fourth is the bond redemption fund which is used to pay off the long-term
debt. He said he would take each of the three "active" funds one by one.
The general fund is funded by revenues from water sales and other fees and charges that are
associated with the operations of the agency. Hathhom explained that we have 200 anticipated new
connections on the revenue side and 300 connections on the expense side, to make the budget more
conservative. He explained that within the budget there are three major categories of spending:
personnel; materials and services; and capital. The capital is the portion that may have the greatest
variation. On the personnel side, we're budgeting for the same number as last year because we still
have some outstanding positions and there has also been a little bit of voluntary turnover. The one
position being added is for a temporary Records Management Specialist.
Hathhom moved on to discuss materials and services (M&S). He explained that there were some
"messy" areas under M&S that he asked Bergstrom to clean up so that future tracking of variances
will be meaningful. He and Bergstrom also removed from of the placeholders, or "bloat," and
placed those items in the contingency, which resulted in a larger contingency this year. He explained
that contingency isn't used until it's formally authorized by the Board through resolution. He
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attributed additional costs to plans to move to monthly billing, infrastructure maintenance and a few
minor items.
Hathhorn moved on to discuss the capital portion. He explained that in the last few years the
agency has spent roughly $20 million in capital and debt service, the majority of which was spent on
the construction of two new reservoirs: Reservoir 11 and a partial ownership in CRW's 152nd
A venue Reservoir. He gave brief descriptions of each new reservoir. He added that there are
additional pipelines, reservoirs and pump stations later in the 20-year capital plan.
Hathhorn stopped and asked for questions on the general fund. Hawes asked if the intent in
increasing the contingency is to get a better handle on emergencies. Hathhorn said yes, and clarified
that it's largely for unplanned infrastructure improvements. He provided a brief history of the
ductile iron pipe failures and the need to reserve funds for those situations. Helm asked if there was
a schedule for scoping those lines. Hathhorn said it's hard to scope water lines because you have to
take them out of service, causing a boil water notice, so instead we watch the break histories.
There's older cast iron that's brittle but lasts as long as it doesn't move, which happens most often
due to changes in moisture such as before or after freezing weather events. He explained that it
can't all be addressed at once, or the agency will run out of money, so staff has to prioritize
replacement based on the most vulnerable in terms of break history, and the most vulnerable in
terms of level of service to the infrastructure. Rice asked if the organization has a good record of
pipe age. Hathhorn said age isn't as much of a factor as the type of material it was, and explained
that the records on that are pretty poor, but staff has done a survey of dates on fire hydrants to
narrow down the age of the pipes in a given hydrants' system. He described the blocks of time
associated with some of the pipe beginning with pre-1950s. The agency is doing more aggressive
condition assessments with active remote leak detection in the areas of class 50 pipe. He described
the process.
Barth asked Hathhom if the plan is to move toward self-funded projects rather than taking out
additional debt. Hath110rn replied affirmatively. He explained that every utility finds itself in an unfunded liability from past renewals and replacements, so you're dealing with the management of risk
and level of service. Barth noted that it's a progressive approach. Hawes commented that he likes
the approach because it reverses the problem, as you're not depending on growth that might not
happen. Hathhorn added that another benefit is that the agency isn't paying interest on bonds,
which can't be recovered by SDCs. He added that Sunrise is lucky to be one of only a few agencies
to be in a financial position to do so. Coate noted that the general fund will have extra cash in it and
asked where that cash goes to build interest. Hathhorn explained that the only legal means for
investing is the State Treasury Department's Local Government Investment Pool. There was a brief
discussion about the interest associated with the LGIP.
Drake referred to page nine and asked what the increase to the SDCs will be. Platt said we don't
know yet, it's based on the Engineering News Record index. Hathhorn explained that it varies
because of steel and concrete costs but has generally been between three and four percent, and
anticipate it will be in that same range next year. Platt added that the ENR index is the accepted
index among public agencies.
Hathhorn asked for other questions about the general fund.
Hofeld described interfund loans. Rice asked why not just pay with the general fund. Hathhorn
explained that it causes problems, from an accounting perspective, in how it's required to be
reported, so staff has taken the auditors' recommendation on how to spend and post SDC-eligible
project spending. Bergstrom added that it can be done out of the general fund, and in the current
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year it was done that way, but since the Board only sees the expenditures statement, not the balance
sheet, it isn't the most transparent approach.
Barth referred to page 33, and noted that you can see the change in methodology under the SDC
fund where it was collected and spent from one fund, versus the interfund transfers. He referred to
the "proposed" category on the same page, and asked if that money stays in the SDC fund as a
beginning fund balance for next year, or if it rolls back into the general fund. Bergstrom said in this
presentation it will be the opening fund balance for next year and then the board will have the
opportunity to authorize the payback to the general fund. She said it was a more conservative
approach in presentation due to the possibility that SDCs don't come in and we can't pay the money
back. Hathhorn commented that the Board may see discrepancies in the numbers that show up in
the actual transfers, because these are anticipated to occur as expected costs for the year and they
have to basically be laid out before they're expended, but then they are "booked" for the actual
amounts later on. Hathhorn commented that staff also takes the stance that it's good to have
records documenting the transactions because you never know when turnover will happen and
someone has to take over and figure it out.
Barth noted a typo. Hathhorn said it's ok to share typos and housekeeping issues privately with
Bergstrom.
Hathhorn stated that was the end of the general fund presentation and asked for questions or
comments. There were none so he introduced the two additional funds.
Hathhorn said we've talked about the SDC construction fund a bit, and summarized that it's where
the SDC revenue is collected. There is a reimbursement component, which is collected for paying
back available capacity within the existing system that was already built, and there is an improvement
component to pay for new capacity that is necessary to serve customers. He explained that we are
within two years of paying off the long-term debt.
Hathhorn introduced the reserve fund. It is funded by cell tower lease revenues and is used to buy
trucks, equipment, tools and other items for staff. He commented that it's a nice way to separate
revenue that falls outside of the general business of the agency. It generates roughly $170,000 a year.
Kreft asked about water purchases. Hathhorn summarized that we take 2.5 MGD from CRW every
day on a flat rate contract, then when demand goes up we take the peak from NCCWC. We're
anticipating to take more water from the NCCWC plant over the year. Kreft noted that the cost of
that water is going up five percent and asked if that was across both plants. Hathhorn said it's rough
as we haven't gotten CRW's number yet because they're still in the budgeting process.
Helm asked if Drake and Morrow got their email questions answered. Bergstrom handed out rate
tables, an acronym summary and pressure zone maps. Hathhorn explained that one of the emailed
questions was what a monthly table looked like, and summarized that the difference between the bimonthly and monthly rate tables is that the monthly service charge is half the bimonthly, and the
number of units per tier are cut in half while the rates stay the same. Hathhorn explained that
Sunrise already bills a portion of customers monthly, including all commercial customers and several
thousand residential customers. He added that water is one of the last utilities to move to monthly
billing and people seem to be financing their household expenditures on a monthly basis. The hope
is that this will relieve some of the pressure of summer-time bills for bimonthly customers and help
address leaks. He briefly described how leaks affect billing and how punitive and confrontational it
can become with customers. Blake commented that he is opposed to monthly billing. Rice asked if
an analysis of the savings was done. Hathhorn said we did an analysis of the cost to move to
monthly billing, and estimated that it will require another half-time person and additional billing
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services, or roughly $100,000 a year. Drake commented that there is a benefit to increasing cash
flow. Hathhorn agreed and stated that $100,000 is a normal variance for the normal operating
budget, so it wouldn't cause a rate increase. Things like the cost of water, or the capital portion of
renewal and replacement are what will drive the rates. Barth commented on the value to
communicate with the customers on a monthly basis. Gornick asked what percent of customers are
on e-billing. Bergstrom said 20%. Gornick noted there won't be a cost savings &om postage.
Hathhorn said there could be incentives offered to encourage customers to move toe-billing. Rice
shared that Oak Lodge bills bimonthly to cut costs. There was a brief discussion about the
differences between Sunrise and Oak Lodge that might contribute to the preferences between
monthly or bimonthly billing. Platt said there was no perfect answer and explained that what
pushed the Board to make the decision to move to monthly billing was the benefit of early leak
detection. Hathhorn added that the agency writes off between $150,000 and $200,000 a year and a
lot of that is due to leaks.
Hathhorn said that another question that was emailed was how fire hydrants are serviced. Sunrise
owns, installs, operates and maintains fire hydrants, not the fire department. The amount of water
used by the fire department through hydrants is negligible so we don't bill for the use, we do it as a
public service.
Hathhorn referred to the zone maps. He explained that they indicate where the "action is
occurring." He described the map, noting the various zones by color code. He explained the
problem with serving above 470-feet of elevation in areas east of 172nd • Sunridge is the tank that
would serve everything above that elevation for the area, but that reservoir needs serious
renovations but they aren't planned for another 15 years or so. The next big development will be
the addition of Reservoir 12. Kreft asked where the ASR is located. Hathhorn said it's on 147th but
it isn't in regular service. There was a brief discussion about ASR wells.
Rice commented that he thought the master plan was a little light and advocated for a more robust
backflow prevention program. Hathhorn explained that the master plan is done internally by staff,
so the technical details are already created, we just don't have time and resources to put it all
together. We did a capital plan and SDC renewal and in that we completed all the technical details,
we just need to put the pieces together in one document. Hathhorn explained that we spend more
time and energy doing condition assessment on vulnerable sections and doing renewal and
replacement.
Helm asked for an update on backflow. Hathhorn said the agency has a little different stance than
other utilities but it's one of the most progressive programs. He gave a description of backflow and
backflow prevention devices, and summarized the requirements to test. Hathhorn explained that
early on in the program, time was spent doing high hazard assessments and it was determined that
the high risk areas were mainly commercial, particularly medical facilities. Those facilities deemed
"high risk" are at 100% compliance. For the medium or low risk customers, primarily residential
customers with irrigation systems, we spent a lot of time educating them and trying to increase their
compliance through public outreach, and if compliance didn't increase we were going to begin force
testing. Two years ago we looked at what the compliance was and it was less than 10%. Instead of
force testing all 11,000 in our system, we decided to do a rotation of 3,000-4,000 at a time. For the
last two years we've hired a contractor to do sight surveys within a neighborhood and identify the
places where we believe there is a backflow device. We've sent specific letters to them in addition to
the general education letter informing them of force testing. We will revisit each sample area every
five years. He reiterated that the length of time in the rotation will be determined by the failure rate,
which is currently in the single digits.
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Drake moved back to the budget, commending staff on creating a clear, concise and easy to read
document. Helm asked for additional questions or discussion. There was none.

5.
6.

Open Committee Discussion & Public Comment
Motion to Approve the FY 2019-20 Budget

H o feld asked for clai:ification o f the agenda which indicated budget adoption rather than approval.
The budget needs to first be approved.
A motion to approve the budget was made by Drake and seconded by Bailey. Helm asked for
questions or discussion; there was none. The motion carried unanimously.

7.

Adjourn Budget Committee Meeting

Platt stated that the public hearing will be May 22 and invited committee members to attend.
Platt called for a five-minute break and adjourned the budget committee meeting at 7:10 p.m.
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